It is very common to observe nonlinear features in agricultural and ecological systems. For example, in tree crop production, alternate bearing is well known phenomena caused by nonlinear dynamics. Production of single tree of Citrus Unshiu trees is recognized to be driven by a mechanistic process modeled with the so-called "resource budget model", which demonstrates phenomenon of alternate bearing. However, the term of alternative bearing is used not only for an individual tree's production but also for total production of a large sized population of trees. In this paper, we developed noise induced uncoupled dynamics model for population alternate bearing based on Isagi's resource budget model. Based on numerical experiments with the developed model, theoretical possibility of a substantial alternate bearing effect even in a national market was proposed.
Introduction
Toward innovative research and developments in the production system of citrus and nuts industry, it is very important for bio-system engineering to understand fundamental principles of alternating bearing and masting. Various species of tree crops demonstrate significant fluctuations of annual yield: producing large amount of flowers and fruits at one year (on-year) and significantly smaller at following years (off-year) until next on-year. This phenomenon is well known as "alternate bearing" for citrus and "masting" for nuts and acorn.
The term of alternative bearing can be used not only for an individual citrus tree's production but also for total production of population from orchard to national market level. Alternate bearing of Citrus Unshiu has occurred clearly in the national market level and leading large fluctuations of market production and price in Japan. Therefore, alternate bearing and masting have been investigated in two dimensions such as individual level and population level. It has been one of the most important research topics in pomology to develop methods to control the alternate bearing of individual tree. Additionally, the dynamics of national market productions and pricing of Citrus Unshiu has been an attractive problem in agricultural economics.
The so-called "resource budget model (RBM)" (Isagi et al., 1997) was developed to explain a mechanistic process of acorn masting in individual tree level. Sakai (2001) employed RBM to explain the individual level alternate bearing of Citrus Unshiu and validated the dynamics expected by RBM with experimental data (Noguchi, 2003; Sakai et al., 2008) . In order to explain population level acorn masting, "pollen coupling" mechanism was incorporated for crosspollinated types acorn trees (Isagi et al.，1997; Satake and Iwasa, 2000) . In the expanded RBM, the masting is recognized as a synchrony of population. However, in case of citrus we are not to able assume coupling mechanism in RBM to expand for alternate bearing in population, because Citrus Unshiu is self-pollinated plant. As the number of citrus trees in Japan is estimated at the order of 100 million, the large fluctuations of individual trees should be smoothed out and significant fluctuations of total annual production should not be expected without any rigorous explanation.
In population ecology, "Moran effect" is known as population synchrony caused by climatic forces (Moran, 1953; Royama, 1992; Satake and Iwasa, 2002) . Common noise induced synchrony is also well known phenomena as a group of nonlinear oscillators can synchronize when the common environmental noise is induced (Kurebayashi et al., 2012) on each oscillator. As real systems are always containing noise attributed to external random forces, it seems to be reasonable to set a hypothesis of environmental condition fluctuation effect into RBM. However, without coupling term in RBM, noise induction was recognized to be insufficient to explain alternate bearing as a synchrony in population (Satake and Iwasa, 2000) .
This study sought to investigate the effect of common noise induced RBM as one of possible mechanisms explaining Moran's effect. In other words, the main purpose of this paper is to develop a model which can explain the alternate bearing in a large size population including national production level.
________________________________

Alternate bearing of Citrus Unshiu in terms of individual and national production
At the Nebukawa Experimental station in Kanagawa Prefecture, the number of fruits from two individual trees that were not subjected to any conventional operations such as pruning and branching were measured for 48 years. Very clear alternate bearing were observed for them as shown in Fig. 1 . The phase of these two motions was completely opposite with implying independency between individual trees. This is the example of alternate bearing for Citrus Unshiu in individual level. On the other hand, the term of alternate bearing is also used for describing total production of citrus fruits in a large size of population. For this example, the total production of Citrus Unshiu in Japan is shown in Fig. 2 (a). The trend of decline is obvious because of orange and other citrus fruits imported from outside countries. In order to eliminate the trend caused by international trade, the increment of the production is shown in Fig. 2 (b). It is very clear that a consistent On-Off pattern exists in it. This pattern is the typical example of alternate bearing for total production of citrus fruits in a large size of population. 
Common noise induced RBM for N trees
The model we are developing to explain the alternative bearing on total production of citrus in a large size population is based on RBM for an individual plant (Isagi et al., 1997; Sakai, 2001 ). This conventional model assumes that there is a constant amount of photosynthate produced by an individual plant during a year. The photosynthate is used for growth and maintenance of the plant, and surplus PS accumulates at the plant body's trunk. Let I(t) be the amount of energy reserve at the beginning of year t. When accumulated photosynthate (I(t)+PS) exceeds the threshold of the pool Lt, the excess amount (I(t) +PS -LT) is used as the cost of flowering Cf. The cost of pollinating flowers and bearing fruits is designated as Ca. The ratio Ca/Cf is assumed to be a constant, RC. After the reproductive stage, the accumulated photosynthate becomes LT-Ca=LT-RCCf. Surplus photosynthate PS in the conventional RBM is assumed to be constant, however natural systems are usually subjected to various external random forces such as temperature changes (Satake & Iwasa,2000; Satake & Iwasa, 2002) , that is assumed to appear in form of factors that results in PS fluctuation. Our common noise induced RBM for a population which size is N is described by equations (1)-(3). In this model, we employed pulse noise with constant amplitude α and pulse interval of noise is given as uniform random distribution. The noise is induced on PS as shown in the right side of equations (1) and (2). Here, it should be noted that the noise is induced identically on each individual tree. In this study noise amplitude α was empirically chosen 0.05 which as seen in (1)-(2) induces 5 % pulse noise on Ps. Conventional RBM can be obtained from equations (1)-(3) by choosing α=0, in this case stochastic component inducing noise on PS will be eliminated. As seen in system (1)-(3) the developed model does not include coupling component.
(2)
where ( ) is the amount of energy reserve at the beginning of year t for tree i; ( ) is the quantity of fruits produced by tree i at the end of year t; ( ) is the cost of flowering for tree i in year t; the system parameters PS, LT, and RC are assumed to be the same for all citrus trees.
H(x)
is the Heaviside step function defined as ( ) = { 0, < 0 1, ≥ 0 and is vector with uniform random components, where ( ) ∈ [0; 1]; ℎ ∈ (0; 1) is a constant. In this model, the total citrus production can be defined as the sum of fruits ( ) (i=1..N) from each single tree.
Let Av(t) be the averaged production of one tree in a population consisting of N trees in year t:
(4) Since as seen in (4) Av(t) and the total production have the same dynamics, we use Av(t) as index of behavior of total production in the following discussion.
Numerical experiments
In order to investigate the performance of the developed model for describing the alternate bearing in a large sized population, we conducted two types of numerical experiments. One is conducted for the effect of pulse noise on the behavior of production of single tree and the other is for total production of N trees.
4.1. Production of singe tree As it was mentioned above, single tree model RBM without coupling and noise that can be expressed by equations (1)- (3) with α=0 demonstrates alternate bearing. Fig. 3(a) and Fig. 3(b) show the time series of Ca on noise free RBM and noise induced RBM, respectively. Percentage of pulse noise randomly induced on PS is shown in Fig. 3(c) , as it can be seen according to pulse noise component introduced into the RBM model and choice parameter α=0.05 for each year two scenario is possible either 5 % noise is induced on PS, or there is no noise induction. RBM parameters are set as PS=10, LT=100 and RC=2.5, which value was discussed by Isagi et al. (1997) . As seen in Fig. 3(a) and Fig. 3(b) there is no significant difference observed between two time series. In order to investigate the global behavior over RC, the bifurcation diagrams on noise free and noise induced RBM are shown in Fig. 4(a) and Fig. 4(b) , respectively. It is also difficult find out the significant effect of induced noise on RBM as long as single tree production is observed. 
Total production of N trees
Instead of observing production of single tree, the behavior of total production of N trees are investigated in Fig. 5 . In the numerical experiments, population size N was set as 100,000. The time series of Av(t) for noise free and noise induced RBM with RC=2.5 are plotted in Fig. 5(a) and Fig. 5(b) , respectively. As seen in Fig. 5(a) , Av(t) is almost a constant, in the contrary, a significant On-Off fluctuations are observed in noise induced RBM in Fig. 5(b) . The induced pulse noise that was chosen same as in case of single tree is shown in the Fig. 5(c) . (5) is defined at a given RC and is used to characterizes changes in production variation with increasing the population size N. Fig 7 reflects CVav(t) changes for N=1000 to 300,000 (1,000, 10,000, 100,000, 300,000) in logarithmic scale at RC=5. As it can be seen for noise free model variation (CVav) of total production tend to decrease toward zero, while for 5 % pulse noise induced RBM it stabilizes in a constant value with small fluctuations. This result suggests that noise induction in RBM causes presence of annual total production fluctuations (i.e. alternate bearing) that cannot be observed for noise free model. Fig.7 The effect of population size N on alternate bearing on a population at RC=5
CVav(t) in
Discussion
Large fluctuations of fruits and seeds of tree crops and forest trees have been investigated in citrus, nuts and acorn as alternate bearing or masting phenomena (Kelly et al., 2002; Rosenstock et al., 2011; Koenig et al., 2003) . In theoretical population ecology, masting of acorn is modelled as coupled dynamics consisting of nonlinear oscillators described by RBM (Isagi et al., 1997; Iwasa & Satake, 2000; Lyles et al., 2009; Akita et al., 2008) . As most masting acorn trees show cross-pollination, the pollen coupling can be a key factor to generate synchrony among trees which compose the population. However, Citrus Unshiu is a self-pollination plant, therefore we can't take into account pollen coupling as a factor to generate synchrony.
Synchronization of annual yield of large population of trees has been subject of numerous studies and several explanations were proposed at different times. Some of them, such as hypothesis of environmental condition fluctuation effect, were later recognized to be insufficient to explain masting in large group of trees (Satake and Iwasa, 2000) . In our model, we employed pulse noise for modelling external natural random effects, such as whether cue, that are empirically known as a source of alternate bearing or masting. Additionally, we focus on the variance of total production and do not evaluate their synchrony with correlation among trees. In developed noise induce RBM the alternate bearing in a large sized population can be observed, additionally our noise induced RBM allows investigation of total production behavior. Following investigation of the developed model in terms of noise induced un-coupled dynamics or stochastic resonance can be fruitful for bio-system engineering.
Conclusions
In this study, the theoretical possibility of existence of alternate bearing in total production on a level of national market was demonstrated by proposing noise induced RBM for N trees. For modelling whether cue such as for example temperature for summer growing season, noise is induced on the rest of the photosynthate PS of RBM. The induced noise is given as random pulse whose amplitude is constant (5 % of PS) and time periods are randomized. The developed model demonstrates clear On-Off patterns simulating alternate bearing on total production. The effect of inducing noise is getting clearer with increasing of number of trees N. Obtained results clearly showed that with independent fruiting (without coupling) even for enough large number of trees the total production will demonstrate alternate bearing. Proposed model can make a possible explanation for alternate bearing phenomenon observed on national citrus market in Japan. The discovered results in this paper for explaining population level alternate bearing have potential to supply a fundamental principal to predict national level citrus production.
